
Card payment of the fee for initiating the appeal procedure 

The fee for initiating the appeal procedure can be paid by the foreign economic operators through a new way of 
paying in the eFee (ePristojba) system. It also introduces the possibility of card payment. 

In the case of card payment, the fee is automatically applied and payment confirmation is automatically 
registered in the system, and attached to the appeal as an integral part. Therefore, it is not necessary to attach 
the proof of payment manually. 

When using the Electronic Public Procurement Classifieds portal (EOJN), a new additional step was introduced in 
the module of the Electronic appeals. This step is under number 7 with the title “Fees” (Pristojbe). 

1. 
1. Screen view of the eFee system with the selection of the payment option  

In the mentioned step, the appellant has the option to use the new system where the fee amount can be 
selected, with the option of creating the payment order that will be created in the next step. In that next step 
the appellant will be able to choose the option of card payment. 

By entering the required (prescribed) fee amount (the appellant is solely and exclusively responsible for entering 
the sufficient (prescribed) fee amount), the system automatically opens the eFee system ("new window").  

 

1.  Screen view of the eFee system with the selection of new payment options (example of card payment) 



By selecting the card payment option (first option), the system for card payment (IPG payment) is opened with 
previously entered data (fee amount). To proceed, it is necessary to enter the card payment data. 

 

2. Screen view of the Corvus pay system with data entry for fee payment 

After the successful card payment, with notification about successful payment on the screen, it is necessary to 
close the request (at the bottom of the screen, on the left side) and continue with the steps for submitting an 
appeal with the EOJN.  

 

 

3. Screen view of a successfully completed card payment 

When creating an appeal, there will be an indication in the appeal binding that the card payment of the fee (for 
initiating the appeal procedure) has been made. For the stated reason, it is not necessary to additionally attach 
the proof of payment in the next step (step number 8 of the EOJN).  

 



 

4. Screen view of the appeal binding with the indication of card payment of the appeal procedure fee  

Remark: 

In the case that appellants do not want to use the new payment system (card payment), they can continue 
using the current payment method for foreign appellants (see instructions for payments from abroad). 


